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Dye i4 mask

Thermal Glass Shade Floating Angle 290 Degree Operational Lens Change in 10 seconds Color Lowest Weight: Black Gold (Black, Color Lens - Gold) Description of color i4 Black Gold DyE mask has created a revolutionary new paintball mask color i4 black gold. The mask is different from the others it's one of the lightest masks for sports paintball. There is a new thermal lens in hue, providing optimal transparency in daylight and sunny time. Tests of the mask showed that the lens has the ability to increase contrast. The Dye i4 mask features a scratch-resistant, friction-resistant coating that protects
both sides of the lens. High-definition lens (HDL) technology provides protection against harmful ultraviolet light. Soft plastic elements will make the player feel comfortable under any conditions. You can buy Dye i4 Black Gold Sports Mask in a variety of colors. The model has patented for a system of
rapid modification of thermal lens, it can be modified in 10 seconds. The Dye I4 mask gives a larger vertical and horizontal display. The mask is comfortable, light and at the same time difficult. Separate elements of anatomical design and ear fermentation allow you to feel comfortable with the player under
any conditions. 360 Review of color i4 black gold color masks have gained popularity among players at different levels. Accessories of this brand are of technology and an ergonomic device. With them, you can make your favorite game more comfortable and safer. Dye I4 masks are recognized as one of
the best paintball equipment on the market. All models have several advantages: low weight (I4) One of the easiest in its price category), high quality plastic, comfortable design, efficient ventilation system, sounds excellent. Fast lens modification system is patented on the Dye Invision I4 mask. Lets you
update it in just 10 seconds. A wide horizontal and vertical view ensures the game is realistic. Thermal lenses of Invision I4 thermal masks prevent fogging. Their surface is easily cleaned of paint and other pollutants, scratch resistant. Due to the high quality of the material and the high distinction of the
lens, the player is provided with excellent visibility in all weather conditions. The Dye I4 mask represents a unique combination of solid foundation and lightweight design. The hard frame ensures reliable head and face protection, soft lining - convenient location and comfort throughout the game. Ear
protection reliably prevents damage when the pills hit and at the same time provides a good option. One of the advantages of Dye I4 is multi-directional ventilation. The optimal positioning of the holes not only prevents fog, but also provides maximum comfort even in hot weather. The masks are made of
high-quality durable plastic, resistant to effects, abrasion and scratches. In the catalogue of our online store you will find a wide range of colors, made in classic camouflage style or with light colored elements. Paintball equipment and accessories are selling at bargain prices. (No reviews yet) Write an SKU
review: GGDI4 UPC: Availability: Typically ships within 24 to 48 hours I've been in the paintball industry Nineteen years. During this time I have seen tremendous product innovation but one axiom remains constant: the most important piece of paintball equipment you will own is your mask. I'm a cheap
guy. I buy the store's brand toothpaste and I reuse the salsa containers as a kind of poor man's Tupperwer. That's why my girlfriend's jaw fell off when I brote a $450 Goretex jacket and a pair of $350 Asolo boots. She was stunned. I explained that I was willing to pay the premium because both are very
important (it's very wet here in the Pacific Northwest) and that both the jacket and boots will provide more than a decade of comfort and performance. I told her the cost of wearing would actually be less than a cheaper, less comfortable product. I'm thinking paintball glasses in the same context. In his
lifetime, your mask will see thousands of .68-caliber pellets thrown at your eyes at 100 feet per second. Many of them, despite your best efforts, will have direct lens injuries. You can save 30-40% and buy a mask that is 70% as good as an i4, but it's a piece of equipment that is either hazy (leaving you
frustrated out of the game) or clear, comfortable or itchy (leaving you distracted with a red rash on your forehead at the end of the day). Remember the old grievances, the bitterness of poor quality remains long after the sweetness of a low price is forgotten. If you want to save paintball money, buy cheap
pipes, but don't get stuck on the field and regret the fact that you're wearing a well-fitted mask so you can save $40. In this context, keep in mind that every mask you buy PaintballOnline.com you can measure, in your home, to ensure a perfect fit. If it doesn't fit your face perfectly, send it back for a
refund. Enough of my rampage, let's examine what makes the Dye i4 mask different and unique: Dye's fast lens replacement system patented (and amazing!) of color: if you've ever silenced your knuckles trying to get the last damn lens tab into the frame, you know how amazing this feature is. Most
goggles have 4 or 6 tabs, Dye's system uses only 2 and the process takes 10% of the time and 0% of the frustration compared to the competitors. Yes, rarely do you need to change a lens these days, but when you do, you're not afraid of it.290 degrees of vision (can you even see it wide?): the i4 paintball
mask holds the current record for having the largest horizontal (peripheral) and vertical sight range of any paintball glasses on the market. Cheap paintball masks make you feel in a box on, with the i4 you'll feel like you're not wearing goggles at all. Dye also uses a lens they call a Tirodial impact lens that
allows wired shape while maintaining optical clarity. The inventory lens also features a scratch-resistant coating tested in the field to protect both sides of the lens from minor scratches and scratches. Mirror lenses are True, allowing clear displays in bright lighting conditions. Featherweight with low-profile
design: Compact design minimizes your profile and the chances of you getting hurt, but a smaller design usually comes at a cost of comfort. By using a one-piece tool for their injection mold, Dye created a light mask (20% less than an i3), convenient, and still allows freedom of movement. Best for
everyone: The i4 paintball mask uses premium sweat fuse foam for both face foam and ear pads (backed by CoolMax® liner). The space in which the face interfaces with the mask is very flexible and allows for a proper anatomical fit to all the contours inside. Easy retention strap system (rubber it won't
slide): Once you adjust the mask for a good fit, it stays in this position and requires no constant adjustment due to smoothing. The rubber in the back of the mask prevents slipping even during the break. Aerodynamic ventilation to prevent fog and communication in the field (because when you shout,

others should listen): Color the angle of the blades in the i4 mask to maximize airflow and sound to minimize fogging and a slumb of speech. Paintball group communication is crucial and the i4 will allow you to throw your voice more clearly and continue further down the field than ever before. Crazy variety
of colors:With over 15 color options, there will be paint to match your existing equipment or gun. i4 paintball glasses comes at the standard rate of blue, Black, red, white and moves to the more exotic colors of steel bomber, cyan airstrike, red airstrike, black shacks, olive shacks, leather lye, navy leather,
red leather, navy UL (or Ultralight), purple UL, black with gold lens (my personal favorite), legendary DyeCam, for the player bold enough (and good enough) to wear the same white with gold. If one of these colors doesn't work for you, maybe you should trade your paintball gun for ballet shoes. In
conclusion, if you want a mask that will give you a decade of first-class performance (and you can afford first class) I highly recommend the Dye i4 paintball mask, but don't take my word for it, read the reviews from other players who bought the i4 glasses PaintballOnline.com. Finally, we recognize that
this is a great acquisition for many players, you may have questions about your specific match or type of game. Call us or e-mail us. Our group has over 75 years of combined paintball experience and we are happy to work with you to find the right equipment. Customers also viewed related products at
Watch Hotels
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